The NSG was raised in 1984 as a Federal Contingency Force with primary mandate to undertake specific anti-terrorist and anti-hijack operations. The history of NSG is replete with glorious instances of successful anti-terrorist operations conducted with professional elan and competence, which does not need reiteration here. Over the years, the NSG has also developed cutting edge Post Blast Operation and Analysis (PBOA) expertise. The Close Protection Force of NSG compares with the best in the business. The NSG also provides Immediate Backup Support to all important national and international events. The NSG Training Centre is a centre of excellence and has been instrumental in capacity building of other police forces, including those from friendly foreign countries.

In recent times, the NSG has developed niche capability in anti-drone operations and also upgraded its night fighting capability. The NSG has also developed its own Dual purpose K9 squad, wherein the K9s perform both assault and IED detection functions. The Officers and Men of NSG, a unique amalgam of the best from the army, the para-military and the police forces, are ever ready for service to the nation with utmost commitment and dedication.

M A Ganapathy, IPS
Director General
National Security Guard
JANUARY 2023
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DARE THE STARES

AUGUST 2023

15  Independence Day
16  Parsi New Year / Navrozi
20  Vinayaka Chaturthi

Photography by Pravin Talan
WORLD CLASS. ZERO ERROR.
This is the 7th edition of high voltage NSG calendars created by acclaimed photographer Pravin Talan to honour the Black Cat Commandos. His extraordinary work has been featured in publications across the globe and Coffee Table Books displayed in International Book Fairs by National Book Trust.
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